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1. A tutorial for how to use Kindle
2. A behind-the-scenes look at your desk and where you write
3. The story of how you started writing
4. What has been inspiring you lately
5. “Meet the Team series” - feature the people you hire as editors, cover 
designers, agents, publishers behind the scenes of your book
6. Tips or lessons that you’ve learned about writing
7. Your creative process
8. The inspiration behind your latest character, series or villain
9. Round-up of character photos from your story’s Pinterest board
10. The meaning behind your book title
11. How your life has changed since started writing
12. Share some info about your family / home
13. Sneak peek at the care that goes into your outlining process
14. A “day in the life” post with hour-by-hour photos
15. Share a positive reader review
16. Video footage of you outlining your story with post-its (in fast-forward)
17. Take a reader poll about what they like / don’t like / what they
wish you’d write about
18. Share the results from a recent poll, and what you plan to do with
them
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19. Host a giveaway for a signed copy of your book or another book in the 
same genre.
20. Your personal style (fashion / home), and how it relates to your
characters, your book covers or your website design
21. A mistake that you’ve made, and what you learned from it.
22. A story idea that didn’t work out.
23. Behind the scenes of your current work in progress 
24. Tell your readers about how you learned how to write and where you 
go to for guidance and coaching
25. A deleted scene from your latest book and why you removed it
26. How you designed your cover: colors, mood, tone, setting
27. The location mood board for your latest book setting i.e. If it’s based in 
Chicago, you could do a Pinterest board of different city attractions, night 
life, the architecture, the lake...
28. Show how your characters have evolved over time - point out specific 
growth points in their timeline, major turning points
29. Explain how you choose the setting and how it wouldn’t have worked 
in a different location. i.e. Major murder in a small town is a huge scandal 
but in a large city like NY, it would’ve been a blip on the evening news
30. How you manage work / life balance
31. How your book relates to real life headlines - a recent cheating scandal 
of a famous celebrity couple and how that situation might be mirrored in 
your novel
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32. Build excitement for your next launch
33. Share upcoming signing events, conferences and reader appreciation 
events you plan to attend
34. Share tips on the lifestyle of your characters [i.e. If your heroine is a 
florist, find florists on YouTubers and share their stories and how they 
might be best friends with your character]
35. Comparison of your life before you started to write and after
36. Do a giveaway collaboration with another author who writes in the 
same genre
37. Interview one of your characters
38. Answer a frequently asked question
39. Discuss your opinions on a hot topic in the book industry [i.e. are Ama-
zon physical bookstores awesome or just a Barnes & Noble knockoff?]
40. Interview another author, agent or editor in your same genre
41. Summer Reading List, including one or more of your books
42. Show examples of how your character’s style has evolved over time
43. Explain how you learned your craft
44. Do a book haul of your TBR [To Be Read] List in your genre 
45. Do a post-TBR of which books you did/didn’t make it through and your 
opinion on whether or not they’re a good read for someone else
46. Your upcoming publishing schedule for the year
47. Share your favorite Pinterest Boards of other authors in your genre
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48. Book Haul of books centered around a holiday theme [i.e. Books about 
your favorite military characters if it’s right around veterans Day]
49. Tell your readers about how you organize your bookshelf
50. Share what your favorite childhood books were growing up


